Impaired neurovascular coupling by transhemispheric diaschisis in rat cerebral cortex.
In acute brain disorders, elimination of the excitatory output from an injured brain region reduces activity in connecting brain regions remote from the lesion site (i.e., diaschisis). The authors examined the effect of functional ablation of the left cerebral cortex by cortical spreading depression (CSD) or topical application of tetrodotoxin on single cell spiking activity, baseline CBF, and neurovascular coupling in the right rat sensory cortex. CSD or tetrodotoxin in left cortex reduced the right cortical spontaneous spike rate by 36% and 45%, respectively. Baseline CBF in the right cortex was unaffected by a left-sided CSD, but decreased by 12% for left cortical application of tetrodotoxin. This suggested dissociation between spontaneous spiking activity and basal CBF. Left in-fraorbital nerve stimulation evoked local field potentials in right cerebral cortex that were reduced in amplitude by 19% for left CSD and by 23% for left tetrodotoxin application. The corresponding declines in the evoked CBF responses were 42% for CSD and 23% for tetrodotoxin. Vascular reactivity to adenosine remained unchanged in right cortex. Thus, transhemispheric diaschisis produced a pronounced decrease in the spontaneous spike rate accompanied by no reduction or a small reduction in basal CBF, and an attenuation in amplitudes of evoked synaptic responses and corresponding rises in CBF. The findings suggest that disturbed neurovascular coupling may contribute to the disturbance in brain function in acute transhemispheric diaschisis.